UNIT 4
Black glass with pelitic fractures altered green and pale green fracture network.
Very similar to unit 2.

UNIT 5
Lower part of massive grey to greenish grey fine-grained aphyric flow.
Middle part of piece 20 is purplish grey glassy vesicular with pelitic cracks around vesicles.
Lower part of piece 20 is purplish grey glassy vesicular with pelitic cracks around vesicles and green halos around vesicles coalesce to a continuous green halos around vesicles, forming a continuous green halo zone separating grey from purple glassy parts of flow.

UNIT CONTINUES IN 98-3

- Units 1 and 2 belong to one flow
- Unit 3 is an interflow breccia
- Unit 4 and 5 belong to another flow only with most of the massive grey middle missing, only a few cm of it were recovered at the top of piece 20